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Nordic Built - Active Facades - WP2 

Task 2: 
Overview, Guidelines & Recommendations for Primary Certification Systems
(Finished edition from 2016 revised nov.2018 by Miriam Sanchez from Kuben Management but still 
draft). Detailed Nordic Built charter enclosed as appendix

1 Background

This section of the report provides detailed information and nationally-tailored compliance strategies for 
Nordic renovation projects that make use of Active Facade & Roof (AFR) technologies, regarding the 
primary certification systems identified for this project. 

Primary certification systems identified for this project:
● Nordic Built Charter
● Active House Specification (Residential Buildings - 2nd Edition)

It is important to note that the terminology and distinction made in this project regarding ‘primary’ and 
‘secondary’ certification systems is not commonly used, and has been made specifically for this project. 
This project makes the distinction between the detailed investigation into the two ‘primary’ certification 
systems described here, and the additionally performed high level investigation into the secondary 
systems.

2 Overview of Primary Certification Systems

2.1 Nordic Built Charter

Figure 1: Nordic Built logo

The Nordic Built Charter (“The Charter”) is a public declaration of common values, intentions, and 
ambitions of the Nordic building sector. It provides a list of 10 aspirational goals that capture historically 
Nordic traditions and also aim to ensure Nordic construction meets the needs of future generations. It 
captures those elements that make the Nordic region one that is admired and emulated around the 
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world: democracy, consensus-based decision making, progressive regulations, a highly skilled 
population, and well-functioning infrastructure. 

Building sector stakeholders, including construction firms, architects, engineers, consultants, 
governments, investors, public institutions, building owners, and end-users, can become signees of The 
Charter to signal their support of and intention to adhere to its statements and principles. The Charter 
was launched in 2012, and as of June 2015, nearly 100 companies have signed. These companies are 
listed on the Nordic Charter website.

Signees of The Charter are expected to: 
1. Make The Charter and its principles an integral part of its business strategy, day-to-day 

operations and organizational culture.
2. Incorporate The Charter and its principles in the decision-making processes of the highest-level 

governance body.

Signees are not required to provide evidence of their compliance, and as such The Charter is not a 
‘certification’ system or ‘ecolabel’ in the same sense of the other systems examined in this report. 
Instead, it is to be used by companies that finds it relevant as a guiding document, to express their 
values to their customers and stakeholders, and to spread Nordic ideals globally. 

The Charter consists of the following ten Principles. These principles are described in more detail in the 
appendix.

1. Is made for people and promotes quality of life
2. Pushes the limits of sustainable performance, as a result of our innovative mind-set and high 

level of knowledge
3. Merges urban living with the qualities of nature
4. Achieves zero emissions over its lifecycle
5. Is functional, smart and aesthetically appealing, building on the best of the Nordic design 

tradition
6. Is robust, durable, flexible and timeless - built to last
7. Utilises local resources and is adapted to local conditions
8. Is produced and maintained through partnerships founded on transparent collaboration across 

borders and disciplines.
9. Employs concepts that are scalable and used globally
10. Profits people, business and the environment

The Charter is available for download1 online in all five Nordic languages, English, and Mandarin. 

1 Nordic Charter Website: http://www.nordicinnovation.org/fi/nordicbuilt/the-nordic-built-charter/ 

http://www.nordicinnovation.org/fi/nordicbuilt/the-nordic-built-charter/
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2.2 Active House Specification (Residential Buildings - 2nd Edition)

The Active House Specification (“Active House”) is a tool to help create buildings that provide healthier 
and more comfortable lives for their occupants, with minimal negative impacts on the climate and 
planet. 

Similarly to the Nordic Built Charter, there is no official ‘certification’ awarded for buildings that follow 
the guidance of Active House. Unlike the secondary certification systems described in WP2.3, a building 
can not be ‘certified’ to either the Nordic Built Charter, or Active House. In the beginning, project teams 
could only follow the guidance, and design, build, and score themselves according to these documents. 
There was not include a mechanism for external verification and certification.

This has changed during 2016 so an Active House labelling scheme has been developed and with 
external verification. And at the Active House symposium 2017 a number of verifications were 
appointed based on practical experiences.

Projects which have followed the Active House guidance, and have calculated their scores accordingly, 
can be featured on the Active House website, under the “Cases” section2. “Highlighted cases” have been 
fully explained and have high ambition in each of the three Active House principles. A number of 
“inspirational cases” have also been highlighted. As of June 2015 there were 23 highlighted cases, and 
19 inspirational cases listed. Seven cases were located in Denmark, three in Norway, and zero in 
Sweden, Finland, and Iceland.

The Active House vision defines highly ambitious long-term goals for the future building stock. The 
purpose of the vision is to unite interested parties based on a balanced and holistic approach to building 
design and performance, and to facilitate cooperation on such activities as building projects, product 
development, research initiatives and performance targets that can move us further towards the vision.

The Active House principles propose a target framework for how to design and renovate buildings that 
contribute positively to human health and well-being by focusing on the indoor and outdoor 
environment and the use of renewable energy. An Active House is evaluated on the basis of the 
interaction between three key concerns: energy consumption, indoor climate conditions and impact on 
the environment.

Comfort – creates a healthier and more comfortable life
An Active House creates healthier and more comfortable indoor conditions for the occupants, ensuring a 
generous supply of daylight and fresh air. Materials used have a neutral impact on comfort and indoor 
climate.

2Active House Cases website: http://www.activehouse.info/cases/ 

http://www.activehouse.info/cases/
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Energy – contributes positively to the energy balance of the building
An Active House is energy efficient. All energy needed is supplied by renewable energy sources 
integrated in the building or from the nearby collective energy system and electricity grid.

Environment – has a positive impact on the environment
An Active House interacts positively with the environment through an optimised  relationship with the 
local context, focused use of resources, and its overall environmental impact throughout its life cycle.

Active House is managed by the Active House Alliance, which is a non-profit association which aims to: 
“create a viable, independent and international influential alliance, which supports the vision of buildings 
that create healthier and more comfortable lives for their residents without impacting negatively on the 
climate and environment - thus moving us towards a cleaner, healthier and safer world”3.

As of June 2015, there were 50 Alliance Partners, all of which are listed on the Alliance website. 

Currently, there are two main Active House Tools:
1) Active House Guidelines: Intended to be used in the conceptual design stage, and includes 

topics that should be considered in the very early design phase of a building. Discusses essential 
principles that influence the performance of an Active House. 

2) Active House Specification: More detailed design guidance, including specific performance level 
recommendations and associated scoring methodology. The Specification is examined in more 
detail in Section 3.1.2 of this report.

A project’s compliance / score with the Active House Specification can be demonstrated visually through 
use of the Active House Radar, shown in Figure 1. The radar shows a building’s score in each of the 9 
main indicators, split between the three main categories. In Active House, the lower the indicator score 
the better, so buildings which achieve more ‘1s’ (located near the radar perimeter) result in a larger 
radar which represents a higher performing building. For example, the building for which the radar 
shown in Figure 1 was created has achieved the maximum performance level in indoor air quality, 
energy supply, and primary energy performance. Its worst performing indicator is sustainable 
construction. 

By 2018 you can find the following information on the ActiveHouse webside (www.activehouse.info), 
(www.activehouse.info.applyforlable). (www.activehouse.info.labeledactivehouseprojects)

3 The Active House Alliance: http://activehouse.info/join-us/active-house-alliance 

http://www.activehouse.info/
http://www.activehouse.info.applyforlable/
http://www.activehouse.info.labeledactivehouseprojects/
http://activehouse.info/join-us/active-house-alliance
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Figure 1: Active House Radar

The Active House Specification is free for download and use for all, however there is a calculation tool 
(Excel based) that is only available to Members of the Active House Alliance. Membership fees are 
shown in Table X.

Table 1: Active House Alliance membership fees

Membership Type Annual Membership Fee (€)

Knowledge or research centers 0

Nonprofit interest groups and small enterprises (less than 50 
employees, or turnover less than 10 M €) 500

Medium enterprises (less than 250 employees, or turnover 
less than 50 M €) 2 000

Large companies 10 000
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The Active House requirements are subdivided into three main principles, each of which contains three 
parameters. Most parameters contain multiple criteria, by which the parameters are scored. Criteria 
scores are averaged such that a single score is provided for each parameter. The relationship between 
principles, parameters, and criteria, as well as the individual names of each, are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: Active House principles, parameters, and criteria. 

Principles Parameters Criteria
1.1.1 Daylight factor

1.1 Daylighting
1.1.2 Direct sunlight availability
1.2.1 Maximum operative temperature

1.2 Thermal environment
1.2.2 Minimum operative temperature

1 Comfort

1.3 Indoor air quality 1.3.1 Standard fresh air supply
2.1 Energy demand 2.1.1 Annual energy demand
2.2 Energy supply 2.2.1 Origin of energy supply2 Energy
2.3 Primary energy performance 2.3.1 Annual primary energy performance

3.1.1 Building's primary energy consumption during entire life 
cycle
3.1.2 Global warming potential (GWP) during building's life 
cycle
3.1.3 Ozone depletion potential (ODP) during building's life 
cycle
3.1.4 Photochemical ozone creation potential (POCP) during 
building's life cycle
3.1.5 Acidification potential (AP) during building's life cycle

3.1 Environmental loads

3.1.6 Eutrophication potential (EP) during building's life cycle

3.2 Freshwater consumption 3.2.1 Minimization of freshwater consumption during 
building's use
3.3.1 Recyclable content

3 Environment

3.3 Sustainable construction
3.3.2 Responsible sourcing
4.1.1 Daylight
4.1.2 Thermal Environment
4.1.3 Indoor Air Quality

4.1 Comfort
(VTT)

4.1.4 Noise and Acoustics
4.2.1 Energy Demand
4.2.2 Energy Supply
4.2.3 Primary Energy Performance

4 Qualitative 
Parameters

4.2 Energy
(Cenergia)

4.2.4 Energy Validation on Site
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4.3.1 Environmental Loads
4.3.2 Freshwater Consumption
4.3.3 Ecological Impacts

4.3 Environment

4.3.4 External Context and Accessibility
4.4 Building Management 4.4.1 Building Management

3 Detailed Compliancy Recommendations

3.1.1 Nordic Built Charter

As previously described, projects using the Nordic Built Charter are not externally verified and there is 
no official compliancy procedure, documentation or format guidance. It is therefore left to the 
discretion of each individual project team how they choose to use the Charter, and how they 
demonstrate compliance with it. 

Most of the Charter’s principles are rather vague, and don’t lend themselves to quantitative 
measurement or verification. It is therefore in many cases subjective as to whether a project fulfilled 
each of the Charter principles. That being said, a strong argument could be made that many of the 
principles would be at least partially fulfilled should the project also engage in other green building 
certification schemes (like Active House). For example, if a project follows the sustainability 
requirements and documents their compliance as required by Active House, a great number of the 
Nordic Built Charter principles would also be partially achieved in the process. To illustrate this, the 
Charter’s ten principles have been broken down into their individual statements, and their overlap with 
Active House as well as any suggested additional strategies required to complete compliance are 
presented in Table 3.

The Active Roofs and Facades project is committed to full implementation of both primary certification 
systems (The Nordic Built Charter, and Active House). Although most of the Charter requirements are at 
least partially met by Active House, there remains some goals which are not adequately addressed. For 
this reason a number of additional strategies are suggested which would enable all Charter principles to 
more fully be realized. In some cases, this means adopting some strategies from a number of the 
secondary certification systems. The suggested additional strategies required to be fully compliant with 
the Charter are summarized in Table 3, below. 
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Table 3: Strategies suggested for Charter compliance, in addition to Active House.

Nordic Built Charter principle Additional suggested strategies required in addition to Active 
House

1 Made for people and promotes quality 
of life

If building’s jurisdiction does not include life safety (fire, etc) and 
accessibility requirements, follow relevant standards, such as 
DGNB's 'Tec1.1 Fire safety', and the F1 Finnish Building 
Regulation for Barrier-free Buildings (2005). 

At least one of DGNB, BREEAM, or LEED’s 'Indoor air quality', or 
'low-emitting materials' requirements. 

Implement a number of strategies according to LEED's 
'Surrounding Density and Diverse Uses', 'Bicycle Facilities', 'Open 
Space', and/or DGNB's 'Soc1.6 Quality of outdoor spaces'.

2

Pushes the limits of sustainable 
performance, as a result of our 
innovative mind-set and high level of 
knowledge

Create an education and/or outreach program for building 
occupants, students, or the general public, to demonstrate the 
green building strategies and principles used in the project. 

3

Merges urban living with the qualities 
of nature

Implement strategies for 'Views' (LEED) or 'Visual comfort' (DGNB 
& BREEAM).

Implement glare control strategies through blinds or exterior 
shading systems, as described in LEED's 'Daylighting' credit. 

Include nature-based strategies such as green roofs and/or walls 
(heat island reduction, roof), or strategies in compliance with 
BREEAM's 'enhancing site ecology', and LEED's 'Protect or restore 
habitat'.

4

Achieves zero emissions over its 
lifecycle

All Active Roofs and Facades projects should aim for a net energy 
consumption reduction of at least 50% in any retrofit building, 
and no direct fossil-fuel energy use in any new buildings. 

5

Is functional, smart and aesthetically 
appealing, building on the best of the
Nordic design tradition

A detailed user guide should be created for building maintenance 
personnel, and additionally a non-technical user guide should be 
created for residents. This should explain the active roof and 
façade technologies used, and have a focus on proper 
maintenance and ongoing use. 

6

Is robust, durable, flexible and timeless 
- built to last.

Adopt strategies from the following requirements when 
appropriate: Nordic Ecolabel: 'durable wood', and BREEAM: 'Mat 
05 - Designing for robustness'.
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BREEAM: 'Eco 2.1 - Flexibility and Adaptability'

7

Utilises local resources and is adapted 
to local conditions.

It is suggested to adopt a number of requirements from LEED’s 
'Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Sourcing of Raw 
Materials' credit, which awards projects using local materials.

LEED's 'Construction and Demolition Waste Management' credit 
is suggested.

8

Is produced and maintained through 
partnerships founded on transparent 
collaboration across borders and 
disciplines.

Suggested to use LEED's Integrative Process requirement.

9 Employs in concepts that are scalable 
and used globally.

No additional strategies required. Inherent in Active Roofs and 
Facades project. 

10

Profits people, business and the 
environment.

BREEAM's 'Eco1.1 - Life Cycle Cost' is suggested to demonstrate 
the long term economic performance and benefits of projects. 

3.1.2 Active House
Note: For clarify, the official criteria numbering is used below, independent of the section numbering in 
this report. 

COMFORT

1.1.1 Daylight factor

The amount of daylight in a room is evaluated through average daylight factor levels on a 
horizontal work plane:
1. DF > 5% on average
2. DF > 3% on average
3. DF > 2% on average
4. DF > 1% on average
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Daylight factor defines how much light there is inside compared to outside of the building. It can 
be measured by measuring the horizontal illuminance value at outside and inside of the 
building. 

The daylight factor is calculated as 
 
 
Where
Einside = inside illuminance measured at 80 cm height
Eoutside = outside illuminance measured with cloudy sky
 
Daylight factor varies in different position inside the building. It is typically calculated using a 
Dialux evo, Radiance or some other validated daylight simulation software.
 
As an example Figure 1 presents the daylight factor calculation made using Dialux evo. Steps for 
the calculation are:
1) Define the space and windows. It is possible to make the calculation for one space or to the 
whole building.
2) Define the calculation plane (0,8 m above the floor)
3) Define “over cast” sky type. Daylight factor is calculated only for this sky type.
4) Start calculation
 
When using Dialux evo in lighting calculations, it is necessary to define also the luminaires, but 
when calculation only daylight factor, they are not necessary. Also the location it meaningless 
when calculation only daylight factor.
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Figure 2. Example of the daylight factor calculation using Dialux evo. Daylight factor will be calculated, 
when over cast –option is selected as a type of the sky.

  
1.1.2 Direct sunlight availability
 

Direct sunlight availability is reported as a of probable sunlight hours. In calculations it is 
necessary to take neighbouring buildings into account.
For minimum one of the main habitable rooms, sunlight provision should be available between 
autumn and spring equinox:

1. At least 10% of probable sunlight hours
2. At least 7.5% of probable sunlight hours
3. At least 5% of probable sunlight hours
4. At least 2.5% of probable sunlight hours

 
The evaluation is made according to British Standard BS 8206-2:2008 “Lighting for buildings - 
Part 2: Code of practice for daylight”

 
1.2.1 Maximum operative temperature

The maximum indoor temperature limits apply in periods with an outside Trm of 12°C or more.
 

For living rooms, kitchens, study rooms, bedrooms etc. in dwellings without mechanical air 
conditioning and with adequate opportunities for natural (cross or stack) ventilation, the 
maximum indoor operative temperatures are:
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1. Ti,o < 0.33 x Trm + 20.8°C
2. Ti,o < 0.33 x Trm + 21.8°C
3. Ti,o < 0.33 x Trm + 22.8°C
4. Ti,o < 0.33 x Trm + 23.8°C
 

Trm is the Running Mean outdoor temperature as defined in ‘chapter 3.11 External 
temperature, running mean of EN 15251:2007’.

 
For living rooms etc. in residential buildings with air conditioning, the maximum operative 
temperatures are:

1. Ti,o < 25.5°C
2. Ti,o < 26°C
3. Ti,o < 27°C
4. Ti,o < 28°C
 

For bedrooms (especially at night time), a 2°C lower value should preferably be used than 
indicated above as people are more sensitive to high temperatures when sleeping or trying to 
fall asleep. Also, in kitchens higher temperatures than indicated can be allowed periodically, e.g. 
during cooking activities.

 
The system should be designed to achieve the values, the users can however choose other 
settings.

 
Operative temperature indicates, what is the sensed temperature in the space. Air temperature 
show only the temperature of the air and it does not tell anything e.g. radiation from windows 
or outside walls, which might be significantly colder than temperature of the air.

 
Operative temperature is calculated using the temperatures of the surrounding surfaces and 
convection factors which are dependent of air velocity.

 
A dynamic thermal simulation tool like IDA-ICE is used to determine hourly values of indoor 
operative temperature at room level. In the simulation it should be taken care, that radiators 
and chillers are on their correct positions and that correct thermal transmittances are used in 
windows. It should be also taken care, that the calculation point of the operative temperature is 
placed on relevant place on the room.

 
In IDA-ICE the operative temperature is always calculated at the same time than air 
temperature.

 
Operative temperature is compared to running mean of the outside temperature (Tm). It can be 
calculated as
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Running mean is an exponentially weighted running mean of the daily mean external air 
temperature Ted is such a series, and is calculated from the formula:

 
Trm = (1- α){Ted-1 + αTed-2 + α2Ted-3.....}       (1)
 

This equation can be simplified to
 
Trm = (1- α)Ted-1 + αTrm-1           (2)
 

Where 
Trm = Running mean temperature for today
Trm-1 = Running mean temperature for previous day
Ted-1 is the daily mean external temperature for the previous day
Ted-2 is the daily mean external temperature for the day before and so on. 
α is a constant between 0 and 1. Recommended to use 0,8
 

The following approximate equation can be used where records of daily mean external 
temperature are not

available:
Trm = (Ted-1 + 0,8Ted-2 + 0,6Ted-3 + 0,5Ted-4 + 0,4Ted-5 + 0,3Ted-6 + 0,2Ted-7)/3,8    (3)
 
 

Calculation of operative temperature does not vary among the Nordic countries 
 

1.2.2 Minimum operative temperature

The minimum indoor temperature limits apply in periods with an outside Trm of 12°C or less.
For living rooms, kitchens, study rooms, bedrooms etc. in dwellings, the minimum operative 
temperatures are:

1. Ti,o > 21°C
2. Ti,o > 20°C
3. Ti,o > 19°C
4. Ti,o > 18°C
 

The system should be designed to achieve the values, the users can however choose other 
settings.

 
Definition and calculation See 1.2.1
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1.3.1 Standard fresh air supply
The fresh air supply shall be established according to the below limit values for indoor CO2 
concentration in living rooms,
bedrooms, study rooms and other rooms with people as the dominant source and that are occupied 
for prolonged periods:
1. 500 ppm above outdoor CO2 concentration
2. 750 ppm above outdoor CO2 concentration
3. 1000 ppm above outdoor CO2 concentration
4. 1200 ppm above outdoor CO2 concentration

● Hourly values of CO2 concentrations should be determined with a IDA-ICE or other dynamic 
simulation tool

● The minimum requirements as specified in national codes should always be followed. They can 
be found in below.

Country CO2 concentration national code Requirements

Classification of Indoor Environment 
2008 (Finnish Society of Indoor Air 
Quality and Climate). (Voluntary)

CO2 concentration (ppm) - including ambient:
S1 < 750
S2 < 900
S3 < 1200

Finland

Finland D2 Building code. 
Rakennusten sisäilmasto ja 
ilmanvaihto.

2160 mg/m3 (1200 ppm)

Sweden BFS 2011:6
6:9241 Ventilationsflöde
http://www.boverket.se/contentass
ets/a9a584aa0e564c8998d079d752f
6b76d/bbr-bfs-2011-6-tom-bfs-
2015-3-konsoliderad.pdf

No limits for CO2. Regulation gives the values 
for air change.

Iceland Byggingarreglugerð nr. 112/2012 
með
efnisyfirliti og atriðisorðaskrá
(http://www.mannvirkjastofnun.is/li
brary/Skrar/Byggingarsvid/Byggingar
reglugerd/B_nr_112_2012%20efnisy
firl-atr-blst-prent%20-
%20me%C3%B0%20linkum%20%C3
%A1%20lei%C3%B0b%2020120615.
pdf)

800
1.000 (short time)

http://www.boverket.se/contentassets/a9a584aa0e564c8998d079d752f6b76d/bbr-bfs-2011-6-tom-bfs-2015-3-konsoliderad.pdf
http://www.boverket.se/contentassets/a9a584aa0e564c8998d079d752f6b76d/bbr-bfs-2011-6-tom-bfs-2015-3-konsoliderad.pdf
http://www.boverket.se/contentassets/a9a584aa0e564c8998d079d752f6b76d/bbr-bfs-2011-6-tom-bfs-2015-3-konsoliderad.pdf
http://www.boverket.se/contentassets/a9a584aa0e564c8998d079d752f6b76d/bbr-bfs-2011-6-tom-bfs-2015-3-konsoliderad.pdf
http://www.mannvirkjastofnun.is/library/Skrar/Byggingarsvid/Byggingarreglugerd/B_nr_112_2012%20efnisyfirl-atr-blst-prent%20-%20me%C3%B0%20linkum%20%C3%A1%20lei%C3%B0b%2020120615.pdf
http://www.mannvirkjastofnun.is/library/Skrar/Byggingarsvid/Byggingarreglugerd/B_nr_112_2012%20efnisyfirl-atr-blst-prent%20-%20me%C3%B0%20linkum%20%C3%A1%20lei%C3%B0b%2020120615.pdf
http://www.mannvirkjastofnun.is/library/Skrar/Byggingarsvid/Byggingarreglugerd/B_nr_112_2012%20efnisyfirl-atr-blst-prent%20-%20me%C3%B0%20linkum%20%C3%A1%20lei%C3%B0b%2020120615.pdf
http://www.mannvirkjastofnun.is/library/Skrar/Byggingarsvid/Byggingarreglugerd/B_nr_112_2012%20efnisyfirl-atr-blst-prent%20-%20me%C3%B0%20linkum%20%C3%A1%20lei%C3%B0b%2020120615.pdf
http://www.mannvirkjastofnun.is/library/Skrar/Byggingarsvid/Byggingarreglugerd/B_nr_112_2012%20efnisyfirl-atr-blst-prent%20-%20me%C3%B0%20linkum%20%C3%A1%20lei%C3%B0b%2020120615.pdf
http://www.mannvirkjastofnun.is/library/Skrar/Byggingarsvid/Byggingarreglugerd/B_nr_112_2012%20efnisyfirl-atr-blst-prent%20-%20me%C3%B0%20linkum%20%C3%A1%20lei%C3%B0b%2020120615.pdf
http://www.mannvirkjastofnun.is/library/Skrar/Byggingarsvid/Byggingarreglugerd/B_nr_112_2012%20efnisyfirl-atr-blst-prent%20-%20me%C3%B0%20linkum%20%C3%A1%20lei%C3%B0b%2020120615.pdf
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Norway Byggteknisk forskrift med veiledning 
(TEK10)
§ 13-2. Ventilasjon i boenhet

1 000 ppm

(Indoor air classification like S1…S3 
in finland. I did’n find the source)

Class 1:    Schools etc.: 800 ppm             
                   Offices: 800 ppm
Class 2:    Schools etc.: 1 000 ppm
                Offices: 900 ppm
Class 3:    Schools etc.: 1 200 ppm
                Offices: 1 000 ppm
 Class 4:Schools etc.:1 500 ppm
             Offices: 1 500 ppm

Denmark

National regulation:
Bygningsreglementet 31.12.2014
6.3.1.3 Andre bygninger end 
beboelsesbygninger
(http://bygningsreglementet.dk/br1
0_05/0/42)

Residential building: No limits for CO2. 
Regulation gives the values for air change.
Schools etc: <0,1 %

ENERGY

2.1.1 Annual energy demand
- The definition of the heated floor area shall follow the national definition. 
- The annual energy demand shall follow the national calculation methodology. 
- The requirements to individual products and construction elements (i.e. minimum thermal 

resistances, maximum thermal bridge effects and airtightness) shall at least follow requirements 
set in national building regulations.

Country Source Definition of heated floor area Annual energy 
demand

Product and 
element 
requirements

Finland

Sweden

Iceland

Norway

Denmark
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2.2.1 Origin of energy supply
- The definition of renewable energy sources follows the EU Directive on the promotion of the 

use of energy from renewable sources (2009/28/EC of 23 April 2009)
- Requirements to performance of the individual renewable source shall follow the requirements 

in national building legislation. As an alternative to national requirements, the requirement in 
the EU Directive on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources (2009/28/EC of 
23 April 2009) can be used.

- The definition of nearby system and boundaries for renewable energy on the plot follows the 
national or European definition

Country Source Renewable energy source 
performance requirement

Definition of nearby system and 
boundary

Finland

Sweden

Iceland

Norway

Denmark

European

2.3.1 Annual primary energy performance
- The annual primary energy performance shall be based on national figures on primary energy
- Calculation of primary energy and CO2-emissions shall be based on the national calculation 

methodology, using nationally-adopted efficiency/conversion and emission factors, as well as 
climate data.

Country Source Annual primary energy 
performance figures 
(factors?)

Primary energy and CO2 
methodology, factors, and climate 
data

Finland

Sweden

Iceland
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Norway

Denmark

ENVIRONMENT

3.1.1 Building's primary energy consumption during entire life cycle
- Life Cycle Assessment in accordance with the EN 15643 series on sustainable construction or 

with ISO 14040.
- The estimated service life of all building components should be in accordance with local 

standards and experiences.

Country Source Estimated service life of building components

Finland Free online database: 
http://virtual.vtt.fi/virtual/environ/kaytika_e.html 

Sweden

Iceland

Norway

Denmark

VTT source.

Note: according to one 
of Finland’s leading LCA 
experts (Panu Pasanen 
of Bionova), German 
data can be used for all 
of Scandinavia. It is the 
most comprehensive 
single data set, and is 
referened by DGNB 
manuals.

The following are the service life estimates taken from the DGNB, CORE14 standard ECO1.1 Life Cycle 
Cost - Appendix 3.

No. Structural / Technical Components Assumed Service Life in Years

A Structural components N/A

B Technical components N/A

1 Gas, water, and sewage systems 50

2 Heating systems 25

2.1 Benefit transfer 25

2.2 Distribution 50

2.3 Generation 25

http://virtual.vtt.fi/virtual/environ/kaytika_e.html
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2.4 Domestic hot water N/A

2.5 Benefit transfer 15

2.6 Distribution (plumbing, etc) 25

2.7 Generation 25

2.8 Water treatment systems 15

3 Indoor air handling and refrigeration systems 25

3.1 Benefit transfer, general 25

3.2 Heat recover 25

3.3 Air cooler 25

3.4 Cooling ceiling 25

3.5 Humidifier / Dehumidifier 15

3.6 Distribution 25

3.7 Generation - cold 15

3.8 Generation - heat 25

4 Three-phase power systems 25

5 Telecommunications systems 25

6 Elevators 25

7 Waste disposal systems 25

8 Building management system 25

3.1.2 Global warming potential (GWP) during building's life cycle
3.1.3 Ozone depletion potential (ODP) during building's life cycle
3.1.4 Photochemical ozone creation potential (POCP) during building's life cycle
3.1.5 Acidification potential (AP) during building's life cycle
3.1.6 Eutrophication potential (EP) during building's life cycle

3.2.1 Minimization of freshwater consumption during building's use
- Calculation is based on the national average water consumption per building per year

Country Source Annual household consumption per person 
per year - m34

4 3.2.1 asks for: National average water consumption per building per year. Not exactly what is provided, however the 
data provided is specifically for water used by residential buildings, per person, and thus seems more appropriate. 
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Finland 77

Sweden 106

Iceland 265

Norway 174

Denmark

2014 Statistical Yearbook of Finland 
(contains values for all Nordic 
countries)

"658 - Vuotuinen vedenotto" (Yearly 
Water Consumption) - page 623

http://www.stat.fi/tup/julkaisut/tiedo
stot/julkaisuluettelo/yyti_stv_201400_
2014_10374_net.pdf 68

3.3.1 Recyclable content
3.3.2 Responsible sourcing

4.1.1 Daylight
 

View
In renovation it is difficult to change the positions or sizes of the windows. It might be possible to 
take care, if the renovation are made also the other buildings or building parts which are visible 
from window. This will make the view more comfortable.

Visual transmittance
Visual transmittance of the windows can be taken into account when selecting the window type. 
Transmittance of visible light is typically 60…80%. When selective coatings are used to avoid 
unnecessary solar heat load, the transmittance will decrease to 30…60% depending how strongly 
the heat load in eliminated.
 
There is also conflict between U-value and visual transmittance. When the U-value of the window 
decreases also the visual transmittance decreases. However, the variation is not so large than in 
case of selective windows.
 
Information of the different window types can be found from window manufacturers  e.g.
 
http://www.pilkington.com/
 
http://assetmanager-ws.pilkington.com/fileserver.aspx?cmd=get_file&ref=2721&cd=cd

Glare management
Glare management is slightly conflicting with the visual transmittance if the glare is eliminated 
using the coating or filters on the window surface. In this case the glare management will decrease 
the visual transmittance of the window.
 

http://www.stat.fi/tup/julkaisut/tiedostot/julkaisuluettelo/yyti_stv_201400_2014_10374_net.pdf
http://www.stat.fi/tup/julkaisut/tiedostot/julkaisuluettelo/yyti_stv_201400_2014_10374_net.pdf
http://www.stat.fi/tup/julkaisut/tiedostot/julkaisuluettelo/yyti_stv_201400_2014_10374_net.pdf
http://www.pilkington.com/
http://assetmanager-ws.pilkington.com/fileserver.aspx?cmd=get_file&ref=2721&cd=cd
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Another way is to use blinds or curtains or some type of external glare management like marquis. It 
is also possible to add automatic adjustment on them so, that they are adjusted according the 
daylight.
 
Amount of glare can be estimated using the daylight simulation softwares like Radiance or Dialux.
 
It is noticeable, that good quality glare management will also decrease the heat from sun and thus 
decrease the need of cooling and thus decrease the use of energy.

 
Also geometry of the room will affect to the glare. E.g. working areas should be possible to place so, 
that possible direct sunlight does not affect glare. In some cases there might be a conflict between 
daylight availability and glare.
 
 

         Figure 3. Example of Glare calculation using Dialux evo.

 
Daylight in secondary rooms
Have circulation zones and bathrooms access to daylight?
 
Daylight in secondary rooms can be taken into account by using the glass or glass bricks in the walls.
 
It is also possible to conduct daylight deeper on the building using e.g. light shelfs (Figure x). With 
light shelfs it is also possible to avoid unnecessary glare from daylight. In Nordic countries the effect 
of the light shelves should be estimated case by case, because typical height angle of the sun is 
small.
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          Figure 4. Principle of light shelf

                       
4.1.2 Thermal Environment
 

Individual control
Individual thermal control is possible it the building services are modern enough and air 
conditioning and heating is possible to adjust in very small sections. These kinds of systems would 
also be very energy efficient.
 
In residential buildings the individual control is different, because there are multiple functions for 
one space. It should be taken care, that there is a temperature adjustment is possible in room, and 
that user interface is not complicated. It would be also necessary to allow the window opening.
 
In cases of renovation the individual temperature control for each room is not always possible to 
achieve if the whole HVAC system is not renovated. In this case it should be taken into account, that 
at least there is separate thermostat in each room. In case of open spaces the individual control is 
not possible to achieve without smart air conditioning system.
 
 
System interface
Important thing is that individual control of room temperature is simple and intuitive to use. One 
desirable property is, that thermostat e.g. other controller indicates the adjusted temperature in 
degrees (°C or °F). It is always good, if also the existing temperature is visible.
 
In the markets there are also more sophisticated controllers. One example is controller of Nest 
(www.nest.com) in which have also learning properties.  

 

http://www.nest.com/
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Draught
Draught might be a problem specially when cooling is used. Thus is should be taken care, that 
cooling devices are selected and placed so, that they does not cause draught. One important 
property of device is the area, where cool air flows to the room. If the flow area is too small, the 
needed air flow need more speed to flowing air which might cause draught.
 
One solution to eliminate draught is to use cooling panels or combiner heating and cooling panels in 
which the cooling is carried out using the liquid. These panels can be typically installed on the roof 
or in the walls. One example of these kind of system is Uponor Renovis 
(https://www.uponor.com/solutions-from-uponor/radiant-heating-and-cooling/wall-
installation/renovis-wall.aspx) 

 

 

https://www.uponor.com/solutions-from-uponor/radiant-heating-and-cooling/wall-installation/renovis-wall.aspx
https://www.uponor.com/solutions-from-uponor/radiant-heating-and-cooling/wall-installation/renovis-wall.aspx
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4.1.3 Indoor Air Quality

Individual control
In spaces there should be possibility to individually control the air change. This can be made e.g. 
opening the windows or more sophisticated using the individually controlled HVAC-system if the 
mechanical ventilation system is installed.
 
In case of mechanical ventilation the better way is to use automatically adjusted control for air 
change. When using the manual control there is a risk, that boosted ventilation is used when it is 
not needed and opposite. When ventilation is controlled using e.g. CO2-sensors, the system will 
cause good indoor air conditions and also energy savings.
 
There is several ways to carry out the automated ventilation control. One of the best ideas is, that 
there is three steps in air change. Step one is the minimum air change, when there is no people in 
the space. Minimum air change will only keep the air fresh and remove e.g. emission produced by 
furnitures or surfacing. Step two is normal air change which will activate by presence sensors when 
someone is coming to the space. Step three is boosted air change when CO2-level is high enough.
 
Dampness
Ensure that there is enough air change to avoid dampness e.g. in kitchen and bathrooms, the 
minimum air change in these spaces is defined separately in each country. 

The county specific air change values can be found below.

Country Source Minimum exhaust airflow in ‘wet 
rooms’

Finland Finland D2 Building code. Rakennusten 
sisäilmasto ja ilmanvaihto.

Norman 10 dm3/s, boost 15 dm3/s

Sweden BFS 2011:6
6:9241 Ventilationsflöde
http://www.boverket.se/contentassets/a9a58
4aa0e564c8998d079d752f6b76d/bbr-bfs-
2011-6-tom-bfs-2015-3-konsoliderad.pdf

0,35 l/s per m2, no special 
requirement for wet spaces

Iceland Byggingarreglugerð nr. 112/2012 með
efnisyfirliti og atriðisorðaskrá: 10.2.7. gr.

15…20 l/s
(other spaces 0,7 l/s,m2)

Norway Byggteknisk forskrift med veiledning (TEK10)
§ 13-2. Ventilasjon i boenhet

1,3 m3/h,m2

http://www.boverket.se/contentassets/a9a584aa0e564c8998d079d752f6b76d/bbr-bfs-2011-6-tom-bfs-2015-3-konsoliderad.pdf
http://www.boverket.se/contentassets/a9a584aa0e564c8998d079d752f6b76d/bbr-bfs-2011-6-tom-bfs-2015-3-konsoliderad.pdf
http://www.boverket.se/contentassets/a9a584aa0e564c8998d079d752f6b76d/bbr-bfs-2011-6-tom-bfs-2015-3-konsoliderad.pdf
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Denmark Bygningsreglementet 31.12.2014,
6.3.1.2 Beboelsesbygninger
 
6.3.1.3 Andre bygninger end 
beboelsesbygninge
 
 

Residential buildings: normal  0,30, 
wet spaces 15 l/s
 
School normal. 5 l/person or 0,35 
l/m2, s

Low-emitting building materials
Even if the emissions of the material can be removed with ventilation, it is recommended to use 
low emissivity materials. 

4.1.4 Noise and Acoustics

Inside system noise
Has it been ensured that noise from all mechanical services in continuous operation is below 25 
db(A) in living rooms, kitchens and other main rooms, and below 20 db(A) in bedrooms, study rooms 
and other rooms that need extra quietness?
 
For inside system noise, exposure to system noise (e.g. from ventilation or heating systems) is 
determined with a sound pressure measurement e.g. as described in ISO 140: 1998.
 
 
Inside noise is caused by technical systems of the building. Most important of these is air ventilation 
system. There is several methods to avoid noise caused by ventilation.
 
1) It should be ensure, that ventilation ducts are correctly dimensioned. To small ducts will cause 
noise when too much air is flowing thru them
 
2) Select a low noise air supply unit.
 
3) it is also possible to reduct noise of ventilation ducts by using sound insulation. Example of these 
is the product of Paroc (http://www.paroc.com/solutions-and-products/solutions/hvac/noise-
reduction-in-ducts?sc_lang=en)

http://www.paroc.com/solutions-and-products/solutions/hvac/noise-reduction-in-ducts?sc_lang=en
http://www.paroc.com/solutions-and-products/solutions/hvac/noise-reduction-in-ducts?sc_lang=en
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4) There is different types of valves for ventilation. Selecting the silent model the noise of 
ventilation can be reduced.
 
Outside noise
If the building is in a noisy environment, have sufficient sound insulation measures been taken?
 
One important way to reduce outside noise is to select windows of correct type. Information of the 
different window types can be found from window manufacturers  e.g.
 
http://www.pilkington.com/
 
http://assetmanager-ws.pilkington.com/fileserver.aspx?cmd=get_file&ref=2721&cd=cd
 
Acoustic privacy
Are inner walls and floor divisions designed to reduce noise transmission between rooms?
Is there at least one room (and its entrance door) that is extra sound insulated?
 
The noise transmission of the inner walls can be reduced using the suitable insulation material in 
the walls. This can be e.g. mineral wool.
 
Extra noise insulation of one room can be carried out by takin into account carefully the thickness 
of the walls, possible acoustic bridges and possibly by making the double wall construction into 
room. 

4.2.1 Energy Demand
4.2.2 Energy Supply
4.2.3 Primary Energy Performance
4.2.4 Energy Validation on Site
4.3.1 Environmental Loads
4.3.2 Freshwater Consumption
4.3.3 Ecological Impacts
4.3.4 External Context and Accessibility
4.4.1 Building Management

http://www.pilkington.com/
http://assetmanager-ws.pilkington.com/fileserver.aspx?cmd=get_file&ref=2721&cd=cd


THE NORDIC BUILT CHARTER
Stating 10 principles for how our future
built environment should be
constructed.

SIGN THE NORDIC BUILT CHARTER

DOWNLOAD THE CHARTER

OUR NORDIC FOUNDATION

INTENTION OF THE CHARTER

WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU?

THE 10 PRINCIPLES EXPLAINED

SIGN THE NORDIC
BUILT CHARTER
Join Nordic Built by signing the
Nordic Built Charter.

Does your company want to sign the Charter?
 
Please write an e-mail to NORDICBUILT@NORDICINNOVATION.ORG or send  us a message
via our CONTACT FORM. We will then get back to you with more information on how to
proceed as soon as possible.
 

Want to stay updated on news, events and funding
opportunities?
 
Subscribe to the Nordic Built Newsletter!
 
FILL OUT THE SUBSCRIPTION FORM TO SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER.
 

DOWNLOAD THE
CHARTER
The Nordic Built Charter is
available for download in 7
di�erent languages.

DOWNLOAD THE NORDIC BUILT CHARTER:
 
 

ENGLISH VERSION

 
NORWEGIAN VERSION

 
SWEDISH VERSION BACK TO TOP

http://twitter.com/nordicbuilt
mailto:nordicbuilt@nordicinnovation.org
http://nordicinnovation.org/contacts/
http://nordicinnovation.org/nordicbuilt/subscribe-to-news-from-nordic-built/subscription-form/
http://nordicinnovation.org/Documents/Nordic%20Built%20documents/Nordic%20Built%20Charter.pdf
http://nordicinnovation.org/Documents/Nordic%20Built%20documents/charter_NO.pdf
http://nordicinnovation.org/Documents/Nordic%20Built%20documents/charter_SE.pdf


 
DANISH VERSION

 
FINNISH VERSION

 
ICELANDIC VERSION

 
CHINESE VERSION (MANDARIN)

OUR NORDIC
FOUNDATION

The Nordic building sector shares important values, promoting a balanced and integrated
societal development based on environmental, economic and social sustainability.
 
A human-centred approach de�nes the Nordic building sector across national and regional
borders. The Nordic building sector embodies our welfare society’s deeply rooted pillars:
democracy, consensus-based decision-making and solidarity.
 
The many structural similarities within the Nordic region provide the basis for further
collaboration. All �ve countries have progressive regulations, a highly skilled work force
and well-functioning infrastructure.
 
Collaboration within the Nordic region comes naturally due to similarities in culture,
language and tradition.

INTENTION OF THE
CHARTER

The Nordic Built Charter is a public declaration of the values, intentions and ambitions of a
united Nordic building sector. It describes a holistic approach to the built environment –
taking energy, climate, economy and people into account. The intention is that relevant
actors from across Nordic borders and across the entire value chain of the building sector
will commit to its ten principles. In short, The Nordic Built Charter gives a fragmented
sector a platform for cooperation and provides a common set of fundamentally Nordic and
sustainable values.
 
The stakeholders are the core of the building sector – construction companies, architects,
consultants, governments, public authorities, investors, �nancial institutions, end-users,
energy companies, building owners.  We need everyone to work in concert if we are to
achieve our ambitious goals.
 
Signing the Nordic Built Charter is a widely visible commitment to the implementation,
disclosure, and promotion of its principles. A company joining the Nordic Built initiative is
expected to:
 

1. Make the Nordic Built Charter and its principles an integral part of its business strategy,
day-to-day operations and organizational culture.

2. Incorporate the Nordic Built Charter and its principles in the decision-making processes
of the highest-level governance body. BACK TO TOP

http://nordicinnovation.org/Documents/Nordic%20Built%20documents/charter_DK.pdf
http://nordicinnovation.org/Documents/Nordic%20Built%20documents/charter_FI.pdf
http://nordicinnovation.org/Documents/Nordic%20Built%20documents/charter_IS.pdf
http://nordicinnovation.org/Documents/Nordic%20Built%20documents/charter_CN.pdf


The Charter will be positively inforced. This means that we will not ask for disclosure or
reporting. It is there to be used for any Nordic company that �nds it relevant. Nordic Built
will highlight good examples of organisations, companies and projects that have used the
Charter according to its intention.

WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU?
How can your business bene�t
from joining Nordic Built?

A targeted business network. The Nordic Built Charter provides a platform for
collaboration across the building sector and country borders. Take advantage of
networking opportunities and meet like-minded partners.

 
A holistic approach to sustainable achievements. The Nordic Built Charter is a way
for your company to measure sustainable achievements without going into technical
details. The holistic approach covers environmental, social and economic aspects.

 
A tool to in�uence the political agenda. Nordic Built aims at providing more venues
for direct feedback from the signees of the Charter to the Nordic Governments on
policies that a�ect sustainable building.

 
 
In addition:

All Nordic Built Charter signees have the possibility to display the Nordic Built logo on
their website.
All Nordic Built Charter signees have the possibility to display their logo on the
COMMITTED COMPANIES PAGE.

THE 10 PRINCIPLES
EXPLAINED

01.
Made for people and promotes quality of life

We will put the human perspective at the centre of everything we do. This results in a
healthy, safe, accessible and pleasant built environment that enhances quality of life.
 
Our indoor and outdoor climate promotes human health through fresh clean air
andunharmful materials, and surroundings that inspire a healthy lifestyle.
Our built environment shall provide safety for all inhabitants during construction,use and
demolition.
 
 

02.
Pushes the limits of sustainable performance, as a result of our innovative

 mind-set and high level of knowledge

Our approach is progressive and solution-oriented, and it is our responsibility to create
thechanges needed. We will use our high level of knowledge and broad expertise to
createinnovations and implement new solutions.

BACK TO TOP

http://www.nordicinnovation.org/nordicbuilt/committed-companies/#committed-companies


 
Our education system will be the key lever in the transformation to a sustainable
builtenvironment. Professional values and skills in interdisciplinary cooperation are learnt
inschool and are vital to the sustainable building industry.
 
 

03.
Merges urban living with the qualities of nature

Our built environment actively includes nature’s properties by bringing the outdoors
indoorsand connecting urban living to nature.
 
We will use daylight as a vital element in designing our built environment, creating a
natural,pleasant and stimulating living and working environment.
 
Our urban built environment will include qualities of nature to promote biodiversity and
improve living conditions and quality of life for urban dwellers.
 
 

04.
Achieves zero emissions over its lifecycle

We will strive to create a built environment with zero carbon emissions related to
production, operation and demolition.
 
We will combine energy e�ciency and renewable energy by integrating smart technologies
for resource optimisation and clean energy production in our buildings. Through this, we
will contribute to the transformation to zero carbon emission.
 
Through cooperation between companies, organisations and governments, we will aim at
the following goals:

Always o�ering solutions aiming at zero carbon emissions as the    �rst alternative to
the customers.
Avoiding harmful pollutants to the health and the environment.
Eliminating carbon emissions from buildings.
All retro�tting projects result in reduction of net energy consumption by at least 50 %.
All our new projects will be zero carbon emission from 2018 – making us European
frontrunners.
Raise the yearly renovation rate for existing buildings to 3% by 2020.
No use of direct fossil-fuel energy in any new buildings.

 
 

05.
Is functional, smart and aesthetically appealing, building on the best of the
Nordic design tradition

Based on the idea that beautiful and functional everyday objects should be a�ordable to
everyone, Nordic design is characterised by simple designs, minimalism, functionality,
daylight, quality and e�cient, industrialised production. Our built environment will re�ect
this Nordic design tradition.
 
Our built environment is intuitively user-friendly, with functional and e�ective solutions
that are reliable in the long term.
 
Underlying systems may be complex, but their operation and successful 

 implementation is always simple and user friendly.
 
 

06.
Is robust, durable, �exible and timeless - built to last.

Our built environment will consist of high quality solutions that are robust and durable.
 
We will reduce the environmental impact of our building materials through 

 a total life cycle approach.
 

BACK TO TOP



We will create a timeless built environment that will stay attractive, functional and
stimulating in the future.
 
Our built environment will have a high degree of �exibility to accommodate users’ habits
and changing needs over time, without requiring signi�cant rebuilding.
 
 

07.
Utilises local resources and is adapted to local conditions.

There are no “one size �ts all” solutions. We will adapt to each location and utilise its
speci�c natural resources and surroundings, as well as local knowledge and traditions.
 
We will adapt the built environment to local conditions, making it able to handle existing
and future climate conditions.
 
We will strive to use locally available materials and base our choice of materials on life
cycle assessment (lca).
 
We will reuse materials when retro�tting and demolishing, and strive to achieve a zero
waste attitude for our activities.
 
We will adapt the built environment to local ecosystems. 
 
 

08.
Is produced and maintained through partnerships founded on transparent
collaboration across borders and disciplines.

We will change the way we work together, to secure e�ective collaboration and knowledge
sharing through the entire value chain utilising the strengths and complimentary
competences within the di�erent sub-sectors of the building sector. In this manner, we will
ensure that the principles of the Charter are included in all stages of the building process.
 
We will create a less fragmented and more collaborative building sector through cross
border knowledge sharing and business alliances within the Nordic region and beyond. By
joining forces, we strengthen our chances to win global markets.
 
We will be open-minded and democratic in our stakeholder involvement to ensure that
product supply matches user demands.
 
 

09.
Employs in concepts that are scalable and used globally.

We will realise the vast business potential in sustainability for the Nordic building sector
through scalable concepts that can be implemented and exported.
 
 

10.
Pro�ts people, business and the environment.

Long-term environmental and social performance is currently undervalued in the business
models of the building sector. We will develop business models that capture and boost the
value for people and the environment.
 
We will achieve sustainable development in all three pillars of sustainability; people,
business and the environment.
 
Our sustainable concepts and solutions will be pro�table to a degree that will drive change,
improving quality of life and environmental performance.
 
Our solutions will be attractive to average citizens: A�ordable, realistic and scalable
everywhere.
 
 
DOWNLOAD THE NORDIC BUILT CHARTER.
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http://nordicinnovation.org/Documents/Nordic%20Built%20documents/Nordic%20Built%20Charter.pdf
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